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Synopsis

If you want to teach your child to read and write music, you'll need blank music sheets. Use this revolutionary new manuscript paper book to help make your son or daughter musical handwriting more interesting. You've never seen such funny music staff paper like this! It does not matter how old your child is, or how deep their knowledge is in music. You simply need to give your youngster colored pencils and this bright and beautiful blank music notebook. Then, sit back and see how much fun your child will get when practicing writing musical keys, notes and rests. An excellent buy for music students and all children ages 3-8.
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Customer Reviews

My daughter loves music and is in 2nd grade. A few months ago she informed me she would like to write and sing her own music. I was lost at the request and thought it may be time to get her into music classes but I don’t know where to turn for the type of music classes she would need. I found this as well as a few other products and she has continued on with an idea and started to actually take steps. The little book shows off well how to write the elements of music. It reminds me kinda like a tracing book for letters in grade school when I learned cursive. I think it would have been good to see inside the book so I will attach a picture later.

This is a cute music notebook. My toddler is taking violin lessons and liked this design with the wider spots for her handwriting.
my son blew through this little book and its a great way to learn basic theory.

Good starter book to learn tracing music notes for early beginners
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